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Submission to Manitoba Budget 2020 Consultations 
January 27, 2020 

Introduction 

Keystone Agricultural Producers (KAP) is Manitoba’s general farm policy organization, representing and 

promoting the interests of agricultural producers in Manitoba. KAP works for farmers by advocating for 

policies that will keep Manitoba’s agriculture industry profitable, sustainable, and globally competitive. 

KAP policy is developed by farmers and commodity group members representing all agricultural 

commodities and all regions of Manitoba. 

KAP submits the following recommendations for the development of the Government of Manitoba 2020 

budget.  

1. Commit to long-term plans to increase funding for business risk management programs that 

enable real improvements that reflect current income risk levels 

2. Maintain the current AgriInsurance budget line 

3. Maintain MASC’s lending mandate and related operating budget 

4. Establish proper delegated financial authority to streamline approvals and administration of 

program funds 

5. Put in place short-term plans to correct the imbalance in school tax assessment as the province 

works on its longer-term plan to remove the school tax from all property classes, including 

increasing or removing the cap on the Farmland School Tax Rebate 

6. Expand funding opportunities for Mandatory Entry Level Training, develop online driver training, 

and ensure sufficient capacity for Class 1 licence testing in rural areas, especially during seeding 

and harvest 

7. If a Made-in-Manitoba carbon tax is reintroduced, ensure that it exempts fuel used for drying 

grain and heating barns and that any tax revenue earned from agriculture activities are returned 

to the sector to fund projects that further improve its carbon footprint. 

8. Increase resources to enforcement and prosecution of trespassing on farmland and in farm 

buildings 

9. Fill the vacant Provincial Extension Veterinarian position as quickly as possible 

10. Maintain the current level of support funding for Manitoba students at the Western College of 

Veterinary Medicine (WCVM) and consider additional supports that would encourage graduates 

to return to Manitoba and establish or join large animal practices 

11. Keep the previous Manitoba Agriculture budget lines separate in the presentation of the budget 

of the new department to maintain transparency 
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Enabling Farmer Investment in Primary Agriculture  

Since the province’s beginning 150 years ago, primary agriculture has provided a base for Manitoba’s 

population and economic development and that base continues to deliver Manitoba a competitive 

advantage for future growth.  

However, the ground is shifting for Manitoba farmers.  

• Farmers are facing an increasingly protectionist international trade environment.  

• Net farm income has started to trend downward while farm expenses continue to increase.  

• Expectations placed on primary producers from climate change and environmental interests 

continue to increase. 

• The industry must navigate a significant turnover of assets and operations to the next generation. 

On top of those trends, this past growing season was a difficult one, from drought in some areas to wet 

harvest conditions in other or in some cases, both extremes in the same area in the same growing 

season.   

Primary producers are facing challenges to their income and cash flow. As well, fall field work including 

tillage, soil testing, post-harvest weed control, and fertilizer applications of anhydrous ammonia have 

been reduced, which will have an economic impact to those providing services to the industry. There will 

be a hangover effect going into next growing season that remains to be determined.  

In this challenging environment, in setting its budget, the Government of Manitoba must make 

investments that build resiliency in primary agriculture. Resiliency refers to the ability to recover from 

adversity and for farmers, it requires knowledge and extension support, as well as modern risk 

management and lending tools.  

This year farmers faced almost every kind of risk there is, from production risk due to adverse weather 

and disease pressures to market risk from trade disruptions. Even though this causes great and 

sometimes unmanageable fluctuations in revenue for producers, costs continue to march upward.  

Manitoba Agriculture and Resource Development’s 2020 Crop Production Cost Guidelines show that the 

operating, fixed, and labour costs this spring will cost $418 per acre to plant canola. Of that $418, 

$143 per acre is just for the cost of seed, seed treatment, and fertilizer that goes in at the beginning of 

the year, not knowing what the growing season conditions will be. That is a significant investment in 

optimism.  

Wheat will require an investment of $380 per acre, soybeans will cost $368 and corn $533.  Just for 

those four crops alone, which represent about 70% of seeded acres, farmers will be investing $3.4 billion 

this year. That investment represents revenue for agriculture input suppliers, equipment dealers, and 

municipalities, and essentially keeps the provincial agriculture industry and the rural economy going.  

To make that kind of investment, farmers need to have in place modern risk management tools that 

build resiliency.  Discussions on improvements to the current AgriStability and AgriInvest programs have 

been hamstrung by the constraints of the current provincial-federal funding envelope.  
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Recommendation  

1. Commit to long-term plans to increase funding for business risk management programs that enable 

real improvements that reflect current income risk levels 

AgriInsurance 

Crop insurance is the most important business risk management tool available for farmers. In its 

2018-19 annual report, Manitoba Agricultural Services Corporation (MASC) stated that 91% of annual 

crop acres were insured.  

KAP recognizes that it is a large budget item for the department of Manitoba Agriculture and Rural 

Development, but it is critical. Crop insurance premiums are subsidized for good reason. Due to factors 

such as moral hazard, adverse selection and speculative risk, the private industry cannot develop a 

production risk management tool that would keep farmers making the necessary investment to 

maximize their productivity.  

As farming practices and technology, and the environment, changes, the province should always be 

looking to improve programs and keep them current. KAP’s asks that the government be prepared to 

increase its resources to modernize crop insurance.  KAP will be working with MASC on potential 

program enhancements. 

For the 2020 budget KAP recommends that the Government of Manitoba maintain its current 

investment in resilience by protecting the AgriInsurance budget amount and being prepared to shore 

that up in the event of extraordinary costs.  

Recommendation 

2. Maintain the current AgriInsurance budget line 

Lending Programs 

MASC’s lending programs are also important tools that provide resilience to primary agriculture by filling 

in financing gaps. MASC holds 8% of the outstanding farm debt in Manitoba and the importance of its 

role in farm financing should be recognized.  

KAP is particularly supportive of programming directed to young farmers such as the Bridging 

Generations Initiative, Flexible Financing and the Young Farmer Rebate (YFR). These are important 

elements of ensuring sustainability of the industry and future economic growth.  

MASC’s lending programs are well subscribed. According to its 2018-19 annual report, MASC issued 819 

direct loans totalling $125.4 million to producers under the age of 40.  It approved 224 loans for 

$49.1 million under the 90% financing and the five-year interest-only flexible financing options. The YFR 

totalled $1.2 million.  

These programs build resiliency in the industry by facilitating the transfer of operations to the next 

generation.  
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Recommendation 

3. Maintain MASC’s lending mandate and related operating budget 

Canadian Agricultural Partnership 

The relationship between the provincial and federal governments is an important one for the resilience 

of the industry as a whole and to ensure a level playing field between producers in different regions.  

KAP fully supports resources that go into maintaining that relationship and fulfilling the obligations that 

come with it.  KAP acknowledges the five-year investment of $176 million to Manitoba's agriculture and 

agri-food sector and the province’s contribution through the Ag Action Manitoba. 

However, as much as the Government of Manitoba talks about its work to reduce red tape and improve 

regulatory accountability as part of its plan to fix the finances and repair the services of Manitoba, its 

own internal red tape is compromising the ability of the province to meet its commitments under the 

Canadian Agricultural Partnership.   

The timeline from application to approvals is so extended that many projects cannot be completed, or 

proponents are discouraged from even trying to maneuver through the process. This internal grind 

hamstrings the government and industry from making the advancements envisioned in the federal-

provincial programming and falls behind its counterparts in other jurisdictions.  

Recommendation 

4. Establish proper delegated financial authority to streamline approvals and administration of program 

funds 

School Tax 

The Government of Manitoba has committed to removing the education tax on property over a ten-year 

period beginning in 2022. This is a positive step for Manitoba farmers. However, this also means that 

farmers will continue to pay more than their fair share of education funding for up to 12 years. 

The disparity between what farmers are paying and what the average homeowner is paying continues to 

grow. According to the speech from the throne, once the education tax has been removed from 

property, the average homeowner will save more than $2,000 annually, while many farmers pay 10 

times that amount.  

The current education funding system in Manitoba is not equitable; by allowing local school boards to 

set the mill rate, per-student funding in school divisions across the province varies significantly due to 

differences in divisional property tax bases. This means that students in divisions with higher property 

values have access to more funding and more opportunities than students in divisions with lower 

property values.  

There are additional concerns about the trend of increasing reliance on the municipalities to fund a 

larger portion of the education bill. Over the past several years, the municipal share of education 

funding has consistently increased while the provincial government’s share continues to decrease. 
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Recommendation 

5. Put in place short-term plans to correct the imbalance in school tax assessment as the province works 

on its longer-term plan to remove the school tax from all property classes, including increasing or 

removing the cap on the Farmland School Tax Rebate 

Manitoba Entry Level Training (MELT) 

On March 26, 2019, the Government of Manitoba announced new, 121.5 hours of mandatory entry-

level training for Class 1 licencing effective September 1, 2019. While KAP appreciates the one-year 

deferral for agriculture, members have expressed concern that aspects of the new training 

requirements, such as cost, time commitment, and accessibility, could have detrimental impacts on their 

farming operations once fully implemented. Farmers support safety on the road, however 

implementation of MELT needs to recognize and work with the unique aspects of the agricultural sector.  

Recommendation 

6. Expand funding opportunities for Mandatory Entry Level Training, develop online driver training, and 

ensure sufficient capacity for Class 1 licence testing in rural areas, especially during seeding and 

harvest 

Climate and Green Plan 

Manitoba’s farmers have a considerable interest in ensuring that they are using sustainable farming 

practices. Farmers adapt and utilize modern techniques and systems aimed at reducing their carbon 

footprint, and they are invested in increasing the health of the soil within which they grow their crops, 

as well as increasing the health of the land and water they require to care for their livestock. Farmers 

are price takers and they are confined by the cost of inputs, land prices, and fluctuating markets where 

commodity prices are set.  

KAP is supportive of the GROW program efforts that place a value on ecological goods and services 

provided by farmers.  Producers want to be part of the solution when it comes to climate change and to 

be recognized for their work protecting our planet.  

KAP requests that the government reinstate the Made-in-Manitoba Climate and Green Plan that 

included an exemption for natural gas and propane for drying grain and heating barns.  Farmers have 

incurred unavoidable grain drying costs because of the wet harvest conditions this year and the carbon 

tax has made the situation even worse. 

Recommendation 

7. If a Made-in-Manitoba carbon tax is reintroduced, ensure that it exempts fuel used for drying grain 

and heating barns and that any tax revenue earned from agriculture activities are returned to the 

sector to fund projects that further improve its carbon footprint.  

Trespass and Rural Crime  

KAP defends and supports the right of a landowner to legal protection from unauthorized trespassing, 

including off-road vehicles and hunters and trappers who have not obtained written permission for 
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access. Furthermore, KAP believes that trespassing on farmland should be considered a chargeable 

offence. Laws around trespassing should be enforced so there is a greater ability for trespassers to be 

charged.   

Recent events across Canada, wherein special interest groups have illegally entered farmyards, barns 

and on-farm enclosures for the purposes of protesting animal agriculture and livestock production, have 

sparked concern from Manitoba’s livestock producers. Trespassing on farmland and in farm buildings is 

a serious safety concern for farmers. Barns and livestock enclosures are often close to where farm 

families live, and with neighbours often far away, farmers can be quite isolated and feel vulnerable. 

There are also significant concerns for the safety and health of livestock and the biosecurity of the 

operation. 

In November 2019, the Government of Manitoba announced $1.9 million to support the expansion of 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) crime reduction and enforcement teams. This is a positive move 

to improve law enforcement in rural areas. KAP would also like to see the appointment of a dedicated 

Crown prosecutor for agricultural offenses, and education and awareness sessions that connect 

agricultural leaders and enforcement agencies to help those who enforce the laws to better understand 

how serious the impacts are of protests on livestock producers, their families and their employees, as 

well as the livestock. 

Recommendation 

8. Increase resources to enforcement and prosecution of trespassing on farmland and in farm buildings 

Provincial Extension Veterinarian Position 

On behalf of the Manitoba Sheep Association, KAP requests that the department fill the vacant 

Extension Veterinarian position. 

The Provincial Extension Veterinarian plays an integral role and is a valued resource to the Manitoba 

livestock industry and its producers through the dissemination of veterinarian extension information 

and by working directly with local producers, area veterinarians and other industry stakeholders to 

address current issues.  

Recommendation 

9. Fill the vacant Provincial Extension Veterinarian position as quickly as possible 

Support for the Western College of Veterinary Medicine 

On behalf of the Manitoba Pork Council, Manitoba Sheep Association, and Manitoba Forage and 

Grassland Association, KAP encourages the Government of Manitoba to maintain its level of support 

funding for Manitoba students at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine (WCVM) and to consider 

additional supports that would encourage graduates to return to Manitoba and establish or join large 

animal practices. 

Nearly 90% of mixed (companion and large) animal practitioners and well over 80% of large animal 

veterinarians in Manitoba are WCVM graduates. Any decrease in the ability of Manitobans to access 
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training at the WCVM could compromise the availability of large animal veterinary services to 

Manitoba's livestock producers.  

Recommendation 

10. Maintain the current level of support funding for Manitoba students at the Western College of 

Veterinary Medicine (WCVM) and consider additional supports that would encourage graduates to 

return to Manitoba and establish or join large animal practices 

Financial Transparency 

The recent reorganization that resulted with the new department of Manitoba Agriculture and Resource 

Development has the potential to create opportunities by looking at agriculture as the resource-based 

economic driver that it is and create efficiencies and synergies.  

KAP is concerned that such a significant change will require a major reorganization of the provincial 

books that may obfuscate budget allocation to programs and services for primary agriculture.  

Recommendation 

11. Keep the previous Manitoba Agriculture budget lines separate in the presentation of the budget of the 

new department to maintain transparency 

 


